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Public transport with pod vehicles meets mobility needs
As part of the tra c turnaround, bicycle tra c will be strongly promoted. Public transport can
support this issue. There are many reasons to take bicycles with you on public transport: on steep
inclines, when the bike breaks down and when it rains, to name just a few. Therefore, also cabin
vehicles should o er space in the form of a su ciently dimensioned multi-purpose area.

***
For example, if a mother or father and their child want to take the sky-pod (instead of a car) to go
to another part of the city or the countryside to go on a bike ride, it should be possible for them,
to travel together in a cabin, and then be able to take their bicycles with them.
Such a need for mobility should always be taken into account.
Just get in!
***
The multi-purpose area is therefore larger than it is only needed for getting in and out. It also
o ers space for standing room. Normally every passenger has a seat, but the additional standing
room is used during rush hour, in the tra c around festivals and sporting events. You should
always expect these passengers!

Vehicle height
If you travel with your family, friends or colleagues, you will likely accept a small and low interior
space of the vehicle. The size of a car, for example, might be right. However, when you go into a
public space, a public vehicle, you prefer a large interior space - for personal space, for distance,
for thoughts, for some against fear, for air…. The interior height of the vehicle should therefore be
reasonable.
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